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Abstract 
Algebraic multilevel iterations methods are preconditioning algorithms, to solve elliptic type partial differential equations 
by iteration which can give both a robust and optimal, or nearly optimal, convergence rate and require per iteration step 
an arithmetic omplexity proportional to the degree of freedoms in the problem. In addition, each iteration step can, in 
general, be implemented efficiently on massively parallel computers. To stabilize the condition number in the V-cycle 
version of the method one can use polynomial stabilization or inner solutions at certain, properly chosen levels in the 
multilevel hierarchy of meshes. The latter is considered here. 
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I. Introduction 
Over the past few years, multilevel methods have become a common denominator for a broad 
class of  iterative solution methods. All such methods work recursively on a sequence of  node levels, 
which are either defined geometrically from a finite difference or finite element mesh or defined via 
a matrix graph. They have the favorable property of  yielding an optimal or close to optimal rate of  
convergence under quite general conditions while the computational complexity per node point and 
iteration cycle is bounded independently of  the number of  levels. 
A classical type of  multilevel method is the multigrid method for difference or finite element matri- 
ces of  elliptic type, originally presented in [25, 30, 31] and later significantly extended in [28, 32,33] 
and elsewhere. Based on a sequence of  (normally) nested meshes, one defines here smoothing op- 
erators on each level and prolongation and restriction operators between consecutive levels. 
Other types of  multilevel iteration methods are the methods based on the recursive use of  two- 
level finite element meshes and associated matrix blocks, using either standard basis functions or 
hierarchical basis functions. 
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Such methods were originally studied in the two-(or few-) level context in [1, 13,26] and were 
later extended to a full hierarchical basis function formulation in [41] and in a series of papers 
by the author and Vassilevski [22-24] to a stabilized version. In these latter papers the condition 
number was stabilized (bounded) to be independent of the number of levels by use of certain 
polynomials approximating the arising Schur complement matrices (see [22,23], and also [35, 36] 
for a similar approach). The matrix so constructed (or rather algorithm to compute the action of 
the implicitly defined discrete operator) was used as a preconditioner, in a preconditioned conjugate 
gradient method, for instance. 
In this context and for a later reference it should be noted that the hierarchical basis function 
method results in a preconditioning matrix for which the condition number grows as O(logh-~) 2 
and O(h -~ ) in two-dimensional nd three-dimensional mesh problems, respectively. 
For a survey of such and other methods ee [21]. For a recent exposition of multigrid methods 
in a finite element context, see [27]. 
A third type of multilevel iteration method to construct a preconditioner has been based on a se- 
quence of node sets defined from the matrix graph, associated with the given matrix, see [5, 19]. This 
type of method can be seen as an incomplete block matrix factorization method (see [2, 7, 11,291). 
Indeed, each action of the preconditioner involves a forward block matrix recursion, a solution 
of a system for the coarse level matrix and a backward block matrix recursion. In the polyno- 
mially stabilized version these recursions are repeated on each level a number of times (equal to 
the polynomial degree minus one). However, instead of the more common "line blocks" in the 
publications on block matrix factorizations, in the multilevel context one uses a global partition- 
ing of the node points, which is crucial for achieving a stabilized, or close to stabilized condition 
number. 
A particular example of such a global ordering is the recursive use of the familiar red-black 
ordering for a five-point or nine-point difference mesh (see [3, 12]). 
Given a nested sequence of node points {f2~} on each level in such methods the node set is 
split into two parts Qk\f2k_~ and f2k_~. The matrix block corresponding to the first set acts as 
a smoothing operator and the two matrix blocks which define the coupling between the two sets 
define "restriction" and "prolongation" operators. As for the corresponding finite element version one 
can use matrix polynomials to approximate the arising Schur complements in order to stabilize the 
condition number. 
However, using the same order of the polynomials on all levels does not always yield a method of 
optimal computational complexity per iteration cycle, but it was shown in [39, 40], see also [5, 12, 19], 
that by use of polynomial stabilization at only some levels with a polynomial of a sufficiently large 
degree, the method regained its optimal order of computational complexity. 
The above-mentioned finite element multilevel iteration method [22, 23] and the algebraic matrix 
graph based method have both been called AMLI-algebraic multilevel iteration methods. It is pro- 
posed here to rename the finite element version to FEMLI and keep the name AMLI for the matrix 
graph version. 
In practical implementations it has been found that the polynomially stabilized methods require 
much recursive overhead and, in addition, interprocessor communication verhead when implemented 
on (massively) parallel computers with distributed memory. Therefore, the simplest version of the 
multilevel iteration method, the V-cycle version, where each iteration cycle (or one action of the 
preconditioner) involves only a single forward block matrix recursion, followed by a solution once 
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of the coarse mesh system and a single backward block matrix recursion, is most interesting in 
particular for parallel computers. 
However, the condition number for this version can grow significantly with the number of levels. 
Therefore, in a series of papers [16-18], a short level version of the V-cycle AMLI method was 
studied. Because only few levels are used, the condition number will not be large. By properly 
relating the size of the coarse mesh to the fine mesh, depending on the solution method used on the 
coarse mesh, one could limit the computational complexity per iteration cycle to be proportional to 
the total degree of freedom. In addition, it was found that the method could be implemented efficiently 
on massively parallel computers with asymptotically optimal speedup or parallel efficiency when the 
number of processors was properly balanced to the number of nodepoints. 
The spectral condition number for the corresponding preconditioned matrix was not fully studied 
in these papers. In the present paper we show that for the FEMLI method the condition umber gets 
essentially stabilized when the short version of the method is used. The stabilization is stronger for 
spatially three-dimensional than for two-dimensional problems. This holds for quite general classes of 
problems and for both h- and p-versions of finite element methods. In the present paper we consider 
the h-version using piecewise linear basis functions for a triangulation of a polygonal domain f2. The 
technique can be extended straightforwardly to three-dimensional (polytope) problems. The problem 
we consider is the Poisson problem (here shown for f2 C ~2) 
(a ~u'~ ~ (b ~u a--£ \ OxJ + fifty \ ayJ = f(x,y),  (x,y)EQ, (1.1) 
with standard types of boundary conditions, f2 is a bounded domain. Here a and b are assumed 
(for simplicity of presentation) to be piecewise positive constants with no discontinuities within the 
elements of the coarsest mesh. They can be discontinuous between elements on the coarsest mesh 
level. Since in our short level version, the coarsest mesh will actually be quite a fine mesh itself, 
as we shall see, this is no serious restriction, i.e., we can permit a significant number of jumps in 
the coefficients. (Incidently, this indicates that there is little need for the so-called homogenization 
techniques.) 
The bilinear form for (1.1) takes the form 
a(u, v) = fa [ ~u ~v ~u ~v'~ ~a-~--fiy ~x + b-~y ~y ) dx d y (1.2) 
plus a proper boundary integral term in case there are inhomogeneous boundary conditions of 
non-Dirichlet ype. However, for notational simplicity, we assume homogeneous boundary condi- 
tions. 
Given a finite element subspace Vz of f/l(f2), our problem is then to find uh, such that 
a(uh, vh)=Lfvh ,  for all vh E VI. 
The FEMLI method is applicable for still more general finite element problems uch as for convection- 
diffusion problems. However, it can be difficult to construct a spectral theory for this case, so we 
limit the presentation here to the symmetric and coercive bilinear form (1.2). 
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2. The condition number of the short AMLI method 
Consider a sequence of nested finite element meshes 
f2ko c f2k0+~ c ...  c (21_~ c f2/, (2.1) 
where f2ko is the coarsest and O1 the finest mesh. Let { k}k=k0 be the corresponding finite element 
function spaces for an h-version of finite element method. On each mesh, the node set is partitioned 
into two sets, 
f2k-1 and f2k\f2k-l, k0+l  ~<k~<l. 
To each mesh a matrix A (k) is defined which can be either the finite element stiffness matrix cor- 
responding to Vk and the bilinear form (1.2) (see [1,4, 13, 23]), or a matrix computed algebraically 
as in a block incomplete factorization method starting with the finite element matrix A (1) and recur- 
sively partitioning A(k) in 2×2 blocks corresponding to a node point ordering defined by (2.1), see 
[5, 12, 19]. 
Similarly, for the finite element matrix sequence, A (k) is partitioned into 2×2 blocks corresponding 
to the finite element subspaces Vk\Vk-1 and Vk_~, 
, J )v,- ,  
In this paper we shall consider only the latter method. Let M (k°) be given a sequence of precondi- 
tioners {M (k>} to {A (k)} is defined recursively from the coarsest mesh to the finest as 
, , :  [,<l o ] i,:.,., ] ~11 ~112 k = k0 + 1, l, (2.2) 
A(k) 1(2 k) O~k_l M(k- l )  ' . . .  , 
where B~ ) is an approximation of A~ )-' and I~ k), ,(k) -2 are identity matrices for the node sets Qk\~?k-~ 
and f2k_~, respectively. Here the sequence c~k, ~k >i 1, will be determined later. Also, for later use, 
let 2k denote the largest eigenvalue of A (k) 'M (k). 
It follows from (2.2) that the preconditioner M (1) can be written in explicit form as a block matrix 
(with ( / -k0+l )  x ( / -k0+l )  blocks). However, to compute the action of M (k)-' it is more efficient 
to use the factorized and recursive form (2.2). This involves l-ko forward substitution steps, a 
solution with matrix M (~) and l-ko backward substitution steps as for a block matrix factorization 
method. In these steps, only matrix times vector operations are involved. This structure is somewhat 
similar to the structure of a V-cycle in a multigrid method with e(k) corresponding to the action of a ~11 
smoothing operator and-2~(k),-12~(~) corresponding to restriction and prolongation operators, respectively. 
However, in multigrid methods one works on the whole space Vk during the smoothing operation 
and the restriction and prolongation operators must be defined as operators between the spaces Vk 
and Vk-1. 
The solution method for the matrix system on the coarsest level can be a direct solution method. 
However, normally, it is more efficient o use an (inner) iteration method, frequently with a precon- 
ditioner of an easy form such as in a (block) diagonal matrix in an additive domain decomposition 
method or an element by element preconditioner. 
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We shall assume that 
/~kA]] )-' ~< B]~ ) ~< A]~ )-' (2.3) 
(in a positive semidefinite sense), where 0 < flk ~< 1 and that M (k°) is such that 
A ~k°) ~< M ~k°) ~< ,~0A ~k°) (2.4) 
for some number ,~0 ~> 1, which does not depend on k0. To simplify the presentation we assume also 
that B~] ) is a sufficiently accurate approximation of A~l] )-' so that/?k is sufficiently close to unity for 
condition (2.1 1 ) below to hold• 
In order to analyze the condition number of Mck)-'A ~), we will use the form 
Hence, 
M ~k)- A~k)-- - - A~1] ) 0 . (2.5) 
0~ k i m(k -1)  _ {zt(k) _ zl(k)l~(k)A(k)'~ 
- k1"22 ~x21 a-~II l a l2  1.3 
In order to derive lower and upper bounds of the eigenvalues of M(~)-'A (k) we notice first that (2.3) 
implies that 
fl;1A~) >~ B~ )-' >>- A~lkl ). (2.6) 
Now c~k_~ is determined such that the lower bound is unity, i.e., 
a(k) A(k)~(k)a(k) (2.7) O~k-1 m(k - l )  ~ ~'22 - -  za21 L ' l l  Za l2  • 
This is equivalent o 
O~k_l m(k - l )  ~ 8(2 k) ._L A(k)fa(k) -~ _ R(k)]A(k) 
~1121 t.•Xll °11  11"12 ,  
where 
S~k) a(k) _ A(k) zl(k)-IA(k) 
~--- ~x22 zx21 ~111 za12 , 
which is the Schur complement to A (k) w.r.t. A]~ ). Further, we shall use the following Lemmas. 
A classical result in Linear Algebra (see [7], for instance) states: 
[A,, Au]  
Lemma 2.1. Let A = [A21 A22 j be symmetric and positive definite. Then 
inf {(xT,x T) [A,, AI2 X t 
i # j ,  i,j = 1,2, where Si =Aii-AijA~lAji. 
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Lemma 2.2 (Axelsson [1] and Axelsson and Gustafisson [13]). Let  
A~k~ = ..~2 }Vk\V~_~ 
A~{ ) ~*22A(k) } Vk-1 
be a stiffness fn i te  element matr ix  for  the bilinear fo rm (1.2) and finite element subspace V~. Then 
A ~k-')/> S~ k) >~ (1-7~)a ~k-'), 
where 7k, 0 < 7k < 1 is the constant in the extended Cauchy-Schwarz -Bunyakowsk i  inequality, 
a[u(k) u(k)~ ~ ~ (k) (k) ,  e (k ) .  (k)-~l/2 
~ , 2 ~ <~7klatu~ ,u~ )a[u 2 ,u 2 )~ , (2.8) 
where u]~) ~ Vk\Vk_l, U~ k) ~ Vk_ 1. 
As shown in [1, 13,26], the constant 7~ is strictly less than tmity, uniformly in the mesh-size 
parameter or, equivalently, in the level number. Further, Vk depends on the angles in the triangulation 
(see [37]) and for a congruent recursive triangulation, the angles remain the same, so V~ does not 
depend on k, for such meshes. Now using (2.5) we find 
0<~ 
X(k)~ (M(k) _ A(k))x (k) 
x(k )r A(k )x(k )
X(k)Ttn(k) -' -¢ , ) .  (k) X~k)~(ak-'M(k-')--"'22 "~ '21  a~'ll x'12 )X~ k) 1 kUl l  - -A l l  )Xl ~- A(k) -t-A(k)R(k)a(k) 
<~ x(k )r A(k )x(k ) ' 
when 
is partitioned consistently with the matrix partitioning. 
Using (2.6) and Lemma 2.1 we find 
X(k) ~ (M(k) -- A(k) )x (k) 
X(k )~ A(k ) X(k ) 
0~< 
I ~ (k)T~(k) (k) 
~<max sup(f i~- l -1)x 1 ~l lx l  sup 
(k)r~',(k) (k) ~ Ikl 
1, x(i kl Xl ~'~1 Xl x 2 
x(k)T[~ IAr(k--l) A(k) ± A(k)R(k)A(k)~.~.(k) } 
2 I,~k-lZVi - -za22 vza21 ~'~'11 ~12 /'~2 
- ~S~-g~.-~3 
-~2 ~2 "~2 
To find an upper bound we rewrite the rightmost expression in (2.9) as 
x(k)Vr~ IM(k -U  ~ A(k)t'ict(k) 2 k -  - - A U  T~/21  ~.lJll )'z*12 1-'~2 
(k)T t-,(k) (k) 
x2 ~2 x2 
(2.9) 
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Using the assumption (2.3) and Lemma 2.2, this shows that 
X,k)TA~k)X,k ) ~<max ~k~_~ , 
sup -1  =max - - - - -  1 ,,, (1 - "2a"tk)Ta~k-l)"(k) ' 1 -- y 2 ' 
/'k/'~'2 ~Jt "'2 X 2 
where 
1 (k)T--(k) (k) 
X 1 A l l  Xl 
- -  sup 1 - ~2 . ~k)T,~k)..~k) 
X] k) "&l ~'~1 "~1 K 
(2.10) 
As it turns out (see [9, 13]), the computation of  both 7k and 6k can occur on element by element 
level and by taking the maximum of  the element-wise values. 
We assume that the approximation B~ ) of A~ )-' is sufficiently accurate so that 
fl~-i _ 62 < ~k-12k-1 (2.11) 
1 - - 1 - 
(For instance, B~ ) can be computed as a sufficiently accurate approximate inverse, as shown in [34]; 
see also [7]). It follows then from (2.10) that the following recursive relation holds: 
1 
2k ~< q------~..2 ~k-12k-1 
I - -  7k 
and 
Let 
k+l  
k0+l 
Then 
2 /= ~rl-k°20, l /> k0. 
Note that 2l is an upper bound of the condition number ofM( l ) - 'A ~1), which we denote by Kt.k0 since 
it depends on both 1 and ko, 
l-k0~ (2.12) l£1,ko ~ (Ti,ko t~0. 
We summarize the main result of  this section. Let 
X(k)r M(k)X(k) 
2k = max 
xtk) x (k )TA(k )x (k )  " 
40 
Then (2.10) shows that 
2k~<max.  ~L_-3~ ,,,---Z_Tk k-, , 
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k/> k0 + 1, 2ko = ,~0. (2.13) 
3. Computational complexity 
We consider now the computational complexity of the short FEMLI algorithm. 
Let nk denote the degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) on the mesh Oh on level k and assume for simplicity that 
all matrix-vector product operations have a computational complexity per d.o.f., in total bounded by 
a constant C, for each level. This means that all matrices involved have a bounded sparsity pattern, 
which, as well known, is a property which holds for the standard basis function matrices in the 
finite element method. In C we include also the vector operations during each visit on a new mesh 
level. Then, it is readily seen that the total computational complexity during an iteration step, which 
includes an application of the V-cycle form of the FEMLI preconditioner and other vector operations 
in the iterative (acceleration) method used, becomes 
wl <~ C(nl + ?ll-I + ' ' "  -~ nk0+l) + Com~onko. (3.1) 
Com~, stands for the computational complexity per d.o.f, on the coarsest level. Here mk0 can be the 
number of iterations done on this level, for instance, and Co depends then on the sparsity of the 
matrix involved on the coarse level. 
Assume now that the degrees of freedom are related in a geometric progression, i.e., it holds 
nk--1 
- -~<p<l .  
nk 
Typical values of p are p = ¼, which holds when each triangle in the mesh refinement process is 
divided in four congruent parts and p = ½ which holds in the case of bisection of triangles. The 
latter is a generalization to general triangulations of the recursive red-black ordering used for finite 
1 and 1 difference meshes, see[3, 6]. For a three-dimensional problem p = ~ P = 3, respectively. 
It follows then from (3.1) that 
w/ ~< C 1 - p/-k0+l C I-ko 
--nt 1 - p + C°mk°Pl-k° <" ~- -  ÷ ComkoP • 
The total computational complexity per d.o.f, in the short FEMLI preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method is then 
__  2 1 Co ~ ~l -ko  W, ~< ½Cln~ (~ + T,,,k0t" ) '  (3.2) 
nl 
where we have used the standard upper bound ½ KX/-Y~,ko ln(2/e ) of the number of (outer) CG itera- 
tions, i.e., number of V-cycle steps. Here e is the required relative tolerance of the (A(l))~/Z-norm of 
the iteration errors. We want to relate k0 to l so that the total computational complexity in (3.2) is 
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minimized. To this end we must consider some specific classes of solution methods on the coarse 
mesh. 
Let hk = 2 -k/a in case of bisections (for the two-dimensional case, see [6] and for the three- 
dimensional case, see [15]) and hk = 2 -k in case of congruent divisions of triangles or tetrahedrons 
(d = 2 or 3, respectively) be the average mesh-size parameter of mesh f2~. We consider two cases, 
both of which are useful in practice: 
(a) A blockdiagonal preconditioner, for instance an additive domain decomposition method or an 
element by element preconditioner for which the number of iterations on the coarse mesh varies as 
mko = ch~ ~, for some constant c. 
(b) A block matrix incomplete factorization method or a multiplicative domain decomposition 
method with an approximate intersecting line preconditioner, for which the number of iterations 
varies as ink0 = ch~ 1/2. 
Let then 
CI = ( 1 - p)~-~c2 ~l/a', 
where 
d '= J" d, for bisection, 
L 1, for congruent divisions, 
and let mk0 = ch;oo ~, c~ = 1 and l, in cases (a) and (b), respectively. Substituting this in (3.2) we find 
Wtnl ~< ~p-  2~/2o-(1/2)(/-k°)(1 + Ct2 -(~/a')(I-k°)pl-k° ) 
_ C ,~/22((1/2)1o82 a)(l-ko)(1 + Cl2 -(x/d'+l°g2 p-')(l-k°)), 
1-p  
which we want to minimize. We assume then that 
1 log 2 ~r, (3.3) log 2 p-1 + ~7 > 
which holds in the examples to be discussed in the next section, unless a is excessively large. 
An elementary computation shows that the minimum is then taken when 
~X 
I l og  2 o + Ct (  ' l og2  a - - -  - 5 d' 
i.e., for 
1 
l -  ko = (d'/~)log 2 p-~ + 1 
where 
log 2 p-l  )2-(~/d' +log 2p-t)( l-ko) = O, 
l + "c (3.4) 
(o~/d t) + log 2 p-I l°g2 (1 - p)-~c \ ]og2~- -- 1 . 
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Hence, since d' log 2 p - l=  d, condition (3.3) becomes 
d+~ 
_ _  > 1 log 2 o-, 
d' 
and (3.4) shows that 
d d' 
k0 -- - -  l - - z '  
d+~ d+~ 
where 
d) z'=logz[(1-p) c k, d, log2 t r 1)] .  
(3.5) 
Normally, the last term in (3.5) is small, and, at any rate, it is small relative to the first term which 
grows proportional to the level number of the finest mesh. Hence, it is seen that the asymptotic 
relation 
k0 d 
- - -  O( l -~) ,  l ~ oc ,  (3 .6 )  
I d+~ 
is essentially independent of o, which is the only parameter which depends on the shape of the finite 
elements and the approximations B]] ) used for A~] )-' . Hence, the optimal ratio between the coarsest 
and finest mesh sizes is essentially independent of these factors. It depends for large l only on the 
dimension of the problem and on the asymptotic rate of convergence of the coarse mesh solution 
method. 
The minimal computational complexity becomes 
W, ~< ~ 2~/2 1 2((,/2) log2 ,)(t/(d/~+,)+(d'/(d+=))~' ), 
nl 1 -- p 2(~ + d)/(d' log 2 a) - 1 
which can be estimated as 
Pet 
const, h-~ (v2)l°g2~/(a/=+l) as hi ~ 0 (l + o~) 
nl 
in case of congruent mesh divisions. 
We collect the results of this section in a theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. The total computational complexity of the short FEMLI  method when applied for 
the finite element approximation of (1.1) /s minimized for the relation 
ko d O(l-'), 
l - -d+0~ 
where ko and l are the level numbers of the coarsest and finest meshes, respectively, in a sequence 
of uniformly refined meshes. The minimal computational complexity per d o.f is 
Wl <~ const. 2 (t/2) l°g2 a(1/(d/ct+l)+O(l-')) 
nl 
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Table 1 
Values of the stabilization factor 
for various values of the prob- 
lem dimension and the rate of 
convergence parameter ct for the 
coarse mesh solution method 
d 
ct 2 3 
1 1 
1 ~ 
1 I 1 
43 
which, in case of conoruent riangulation, takes the form 
WI << const, hl (1/2)1°g2 a/(d/~+l) 
nl 
Here d is the dimension of the differential equation problem, ~, ~ > O, depends on the complexity 
of the solution method used for the coarse mesh problem and tr depends on the shape of the 
finite elements and on the approximation used for A]~ )-'. However, tr does not depend on the level 
number. 
It can be seen from (3.2) for the full length FEMLI method where ko is fixed, independent of l, 
that the computational complexity per d.o.f, becomes bounded by Wt/nt ~- const h7 (1/2)1°g2 *. 
l log 2 a/(d/ However, in the optimal short length version of FEMLI, the exponent is stabilized to 
c~ ÷ 1 ), which, as we shall see in the next section, is a number which grows very slowly with 
decreasing values of hr. 
We call the factor 1/(d/c~ + 1) the stabilization factor, which takes the values given in Table 1. 
4. Examples of finite element meshes 
Consider a triangulation of a polygonal domain f2 where the mesh has been constructed to conform 
with the polygonal shape of the boundary. In case of jumps in the differential equation coefficients 
one must also adjust the mesh so that no jumps occur inside any element. Each element of this 
mesh is then divided into four congruent parts and the process is continued until a sufficiently fine 
mesh has been found. 
As shown in [13], the corresponding value of the CBS constant 7k in (2.8) is then independent of 
the level number, i.e., 7k = 7 and 7 depends on the angles in the triangulation for the worst triangle. 
In the case of isosceles triangles (see Fig. 1) and isotropic equation it was shown in [13], (see also 
In [6] it was shown that this value holds also for anisotropic problems (and hence [9]) that 7 2 = i. 
for any aspect ratio of the triangles). 
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Fig. 1. Congruent mesh division. 
'~\\\\  \\ 
/ \\\\ 
\\\\ 
I \ 
i \ 
Fig. 2. Bisection of triangles. 
The dependence of 7 on the angles in the triangulation was derived in [37], where it was shown 
that 
7 2 - 3 3 - f  
4 2 [ (4 f  - 3) 1/2 + 3]' 
3 for where f = max f r  and f r  = E31 cos 20l r) and 0~ r) are the angles in the rth triangle. Hence ~2 < 
any triangulation. See also the same reference for some results for tetrahedrons. 
For the case of bisections (see Fig. 2) of  isosceles triangles for isotropic problems it was shown 
in [6] that 7 2 = 1/2, but the value of  y depends heavily on anisotropy and aspect ratios. 
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Hence if ak = 1 we have o" = 1/(1 - ] )2 )  = 2 for the case of isosceles triangulations and a < 4 for 
any triangulation in the congruent triangulation case. 
Now, it follows from (2.7) that ak = 1, among others, in the following cases: 
(i) in the AMLI method (see [19]), where 
A(k) A(k)D(k)d(k) A(k-1) ~ ~22 --1121 ~'11 Zal2 , 
(ii) In the hierarchical basis function method (see[13,40,41]), where 
A(k) = [A]kl ' --,2a'k)] 
' 
i.e., 
A(k) = A(k-1)  22 
Clearly, in both cases, it follows by recursion that 
,j(k) ~(k)R(k)4(k) 
M(k- l )  >/A(k-~) >~ "'22 --"x21 ~'11 "'12" 
Theorem 3.1 shows then that in the case ak = 1, the computational complexity varies as 
WI ~ 0 (h?(l/2)log2ff/(d/o~ + 1)) 
nl 
If ~ = 1 we find in the first case 
Wl ~ O(h/ l /6 ) .  
n/ 
O (h?1/(2(2/7"+1))) , 
= 0 (htl/(2/~+l)), 
isosceles triangles, isotropy 
any congruent triangulation, 
anisotropy 
1 In the second case it is recommendable to use a more complex coarse mesh solver for which e = 
holds, in which case 
and 
Wt <~ 0(h;1/5). 
nl 
Note that it follows that for all practical mesh sizes, say 2 .6  >~ hi /> 2 -~2, we have 
2 <<. hi 1/6 ~ 4 
1 
h i  1/6 < "~ log2 hT 1. 
Hence, it seems that it would only be an academic exercise to try to improve the above results. 
For three-dimensional problems, the value of 72 is in general bigger but this is compensated by a 
smaller stabilization factor. In the case when d = 3 and ~ = ½, we have 
Wl = O (h?(l/14)l°g2a) . 
tit 
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It can hence be seen that the short FEMLI method stabilizes the recursive two-level methods to 
a condition number and work per meshpoint which is essentially constant for all practical sizes of 
mesh. Already in [13] the remarkable stabilization effect was noted for the two-level and three-level 
FEMLI methods but then only for smaller sized meshes. 
An important aspect of the method is the computation of the approximation B(~ ) of A(~ )-' . 
In the present paper we shall only shortly comment on this aspect. Consider then the mesh 
in Fig. 1. Notice that A]] ) can be written as a direct sum of local finite element matrices of 
order 3 × 3 which corresponds to node points as indicated. Furthermore, the Schur complement 
matrix 
s l  k>= > - 
can also be written as a sum of local matrices, in this case of order 6 × 6, because a(k) is a diagonal ,122 
matrix. 
Hence, the number 62 in (2.11) can be computed (as 72) on a local element by element basis. 
The computation of B~] ~ can be done using the method of approximate inverses, see [7, 34], also for 
earlier references. 
An alternative way is to compute the exact inverses A (k~-' of the local elements A(k) of a(k) and l l ,e  l l ,e  " t l l  
then let 
BI] ) aX-~A (k)-' (4.1) ~Z. .~ l l ,e , 
e 
where the summation takes place on all elements. The computed matrix B~ ) must be modified 
properly to satisfy the assumption (2.3). Among other things the scaling factor 9 in (4.1) must 
n(k) A~)-' be chosen so that ,.,~ ~< . However, we leave the details of the computation of ul)n(k) to a 
forthcoming paper. 
5. Asymptotically optimal speedup or efficiency 
When the FEMLI method is implemented on parallel computers it is important o make the 
implementation such that interprocessor communication overhead is small. 
This topic has been discussed at length in a number of publications, see [8, 16, 20], for instance. 
The main result is that if one balances the number of processors (p) to the coarsest and finest mesh 
sizes (nko and nl, respectively) properly, then one can achieve an asymptotically optimal speedup 
(=p)  or, equivalently, efficiency (=1) as the problem size increases. Here we shall discuss this 
problem only shortly. 
Consider then first the use of Chebyshev iterations for both the outer and inner iterations. Cheby- 
shev iteration is a viable approach because the required eigenvalue information is available using the 
recursion for the outer iterations and the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix A (k0) or of D(k°)-'A ~k°), 
where D ~k°) = diag(A(k°)), is readily available. The smallest eigenvalue can be approximated using 
information about the first eigenvector mode. Alternatively, few steps of an inverse iteration method 
(where the FEMLI method can be used as solver, see [19]) can be used to estimate the smallest 
eigenvalue. 
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The eigenvalue bounds, in particular on the coarsest mesh level can be actually improved using 
a method of perturbations, ee [9, 14], for instance. However, to limit the exposition we will not 
discuss this topic further here. 
To be specific, assume now that the method is implemented on a two dimensional mesh array 
computer with x/P × v/P parallel processors. Then the computing time per iteration of the FEMLI 
method becomes 
(~) (d - l ) /d  (p ) (d - l ) /d  
T Ot):  T~it)--F-witin q-w (5.1) 
P 
Here we have assumed that p ~< n~o so the size of the subgrid mapped on each processor is m = nko/ 
p ~> 1. Naturally, we assume that the mapping is from a domain, decomposed into boxes, which do 
only need to communicate with the surface points of their 2d neighbors. 
T} it) is the time the computation would have taken on a single processor (including communication 
time to/from the memory modules), itin is the number of inner iterations (on the coarsest mesh), 
w is a proportionality constant (bandwidth) and (nko/P) (d-1)/d is the surface data which must be 
communicated during one iteration. 
Since T(it)= O(nt), we can neglect he last term in (5.1) (or include it in the first). Clearly, the 
minimum of 
T~i) q_wi t in (~)  (d-l)/d 
P 
. d/(d+~) is taken when p = nk0, in which case, using the optimal relation (3.6), i.e., nko -~ ,q , we find 
T Ot) z(it)/nko + witi, ~-- O(n7/td+~)) + ~/d ~-- O(nko ) = O(n~/(d+~)). 
In case ct----- 1 and d = 2 we have then 
rp 0t) = O(ny 3). (5.2) 
Since, due to the stabilization effect of the short level method, the number of iterations grows only 
slowly with nt, the total time is only slightly larger than (5.2), O(ny3+T), where ¥ is small. Clearly, 
the speedup, T~it)/z (it) is asymptotically optimal when p ~< nko. 
Consider now the use of the conjugate gradient (CG) method, preconditioned with M tt) for the 
outer iterations and with some block diagonal method on the coarse level. It is assumed that the pre- 
conditioners need only nearest-neighbor processor communication. The computing time per iteration 
now becomes 
TOt) (~(d -1) /d  
T(pit) : --1 + wlitin nk0 + w2it/nx/-p + Wav/-fi, 
P \P /  
where the added terms arise from the global communication required for summing up the inner 
products used in the CG method. For simplicity, consider only the case when ~ = 1, in which case l /a 
itin ~ CUko . Again, the last term can be neglected and we find that T~ it) is minimized when 
P= P* ( T;it ) )2/3 . . . . .  , . 2d/( 3(d+ 1 )) __ t~ ~,Oll~t.gl l , I w~nl/d \ 2t'nko 
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for some constant c. The corresponding computer time is 
y+t) N 0(~jd+3)/(3(d+l))). 
P 
If d = 2 we find 
P* N O(lq9) 
and 
pit) N qq9>. 
P 
The speedup or the efficiency (EP = T[“)/pTr)) are not asymptotically optimal in the above case. 
However, as shown in [18,20], this can easily be remedied choosing a number of processors which 
grows slightly slower than the number which minimizes the computing time. For instance p = 
p*/ lognl or even p = p*/ log log.,, would be an efficient choice. 
That the above theoretical findings are practically viable is seen for typical values of nl. Take 
n1=2 , 9d for instance. Then 
p - const.26d*i(d+‘) -N C 2’ = 256 213.5 N 1; lo3 if d = 2, * 3 if d = 3. 
Note that the conclusion of the above results is that one should not use too many processors, but 
any number p < p* is efficient. 
6. Conclusions 
It has been shown that by balancing the size of the coarsest mesh to the finest and the number of 
processors to these mesh sizes properly one can achieve a method of V-cycle FEMLI form which has 
both an essentially constant computational complexity per mesh point for all practical mesh sizes 
and an asymptotically optimal speedup or efficiency. These results have been shown to hold for 
elliptic problems with anisotropy and arbitrary jumps of the coefficients in the differential equations 
between the elements of the coarsest mesh, which, by itself, is quite a fine mesh. 
The above promises to solve a long-standing open problem, namely how to get parallel efficiency 
in massively parallel computation out of multilevel iteration methods. For a survey and critics of 
earlier attempts, see [38], for instance. 
Finally, let us mention that since many more general problems can be rewritten as a sequence of 
elliptic solvers, so the FEMLI method is applicable also in such contexts. For instance, it has been 
shown recently that it can be used efficiently in a Stokes problem solver for incompressible flows, 
see [lo, 201. 
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